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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In our present day business environment for commer-
cial as well as military contracts, a very important concern 
of all parties is cost minimization. This contract cost 
minimization has · become the prime concern .of most military 
contracting agencies and to obtain a military contract to-
day, the contractor has to 9'tighten the belt" and assure 
that the system involved is initially inexpensive, highly 
reliable, surpasses or at least meets all desired perfor-
mance parameters and requires very little maintenance. It 
becomes immediately obvious that there must be a trade-off 
somewhere in this basic philosbphy. Overall system effec-
tiveness and the required . reliability must be built in dur-
ing the design phase. This is inherently more expensive 
because reliability is obtained by initial component selec-
tion which must be very stringent to assure operational 
longevity. Const!uction must also be critically observed by 
cognizant quality assurance specialists to assure all assem-
1 
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bly tolerances are adhered to and only pretested MIL-SPEC 
components are used. · Finally, to minimize costs of main-
tenance and promote equipment operational longevity, a good 
maintainability plan is required. We are all aware that " an 
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure" applies to 
equipment as well as people. To minimize maintenance costs 
we must minimize the required maintenance time. This is 
where the maintainability plan concept was born. Maintain-
ability is defined as "a characteristic of design and in-
stallation which is expressed ~s the probability that an 
item will conform to specified conditions within a given 
period of time when maintenance action is performed in ac-
cordance with prescribed procedures and resources".! This 
definition leads to a list of the basic required tasks of a 
typical military contract maintainability plan. The follow-
tasks are the maintainability program requirements as do-
cumented in MIL-STD-470. 
These tasks are: 
a) Prepare Maintainability Program Plan. 
b) Perform maintainability analysis. 
lA.S. Goldman and T.B. Slattery, Maintainability: 
A Major Element of System Effectiveness (New York: John 
Wiley & Sons, 1964), p. 28u 
3 
c) Prepare inputs to the detailed maintenance con-
cept and detailed maintenance plan. 
d) Establish maintainability design criteria. · 
e) Perform design tradeoffs. 
f) Predict maintainability parameter values. 
g) Incorporate and enforce maintainability require-
ments in subcontractor and vendor contract speci-
fications. 
h) Integrate other items. 
i) Participate in design reviews. 
j) Establish data collection, analysis and correc-
tive action system. 
k) Demonstrate achievement of maintainability re-
quirements. 
1) Prepare maintainability status reports. 
The purpose of this report is to accomplish task "b" 
at the operational rather than the equipment design stage. 
This report centers on the Airborne Equipment Test 
Set (ABETS) that is used to verify flight readiness of 
missileborne guidance canisters used on Atlas Launch Ve-
hicles. The Test Set was designed and built by General 
Electric in 1962 to meet existing contract commitments. 
Due to the high reliability of the total guidance system 
and its relative low cost as compared to inertial or other 
radio guidance systems, the Air Force contracting office 
4 
has decided to retain the 15-year old General Electric sys-
tem for prime guidance on Atlas launch vehicleso To main-
tain the same high probability of mission success, the test-
ing program must be as reliable as it has been in determin-
ing the flight readiness of the missileborne hardware. 
Since the ABETS is the test instrument used to verify the 
flight readiness of the missileborne equipment it is im-
perative that its accuracy, as well as its inherent avail-
ability, do not decrease. 
CHAPTER II 
MAINTAINABILITY CONCEPTS 
The science of maintainability engineering is a 
rather new fieldo It first began to appear in the 1950's 
when the government decided to cease the old F.O.R.D. (Fix 
Or Replace Daily) maintenance policy which was used at mili-
tary installations worldwideo For to~ays large, complex, 
electronic systems the maintenance cost over a system 
life span may well exceed the original cost of the system. 
Hence, Maintainability (M) has become a very important s~s-
tem parameter from an operational as well as an economic 
viewpoint. Generally M can be defined as "the probability 
that, when maintenance actiort is initiated under stated 
conditions, a failed system will be restored to operable 
condition within a specified time". 2 Since M is concerned 
with the monitoring, checkout, and preventive and corrective 
procedures it directly affects equipment reliability. 
2stanley Mo Shinners, Techniques of System Engineer-
ing (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1967), p. 68. 
5 
Therefore, maintenance policy decisions will have a strong 
influence on the achieved level of overall system reli-
ability. Shinners3 suggests the following items be incor-
porated in .the equipment design phase to improve system 
maintainability. These items are: 
1) Pr6vide accessibile test points~ 
2) Built in test equipment. 
3) Built in diagnostic aidso 
4) Provide plug-in module construction. 
5) Pre-train operating personnel .. 
6) Supply accurate and clear troubleshooting· dia-
gramso 
7) Provide spare parts and equipment necessary to 
complete repairs. 
6 
This list is expanded in MIL-STD-470 and is repeated 
in this report because of its importance in documenting the 
M requirements that a contractor has to adhere to when 
granted a military contra~t by the Department of Defense. 
The maintainability guidelines for incorporation into sys-
tem design are: 
A. Reduce maintenance complexity by: 
1) Provide adequate accessibility, work space, 
and work clearance. 
7 
2) Providing for interchangeability of like com-
ponents, materials and parts within the sys-
tem/equipment. 
3) Utilizing MIL-STANDARD parts and items with-
in the government inventories. 
4) Limiting the number and variety of tools, 
accessories and support equipmen·t. 
5) Insuring compatibility among system equip-
ment and facilities. 
B. Reduce the need for and frequency of design-dic-
tated maintenance activities by using: 
1) Fail-safe features. 
2) Components which require little or no pre-
ventive . maintenance. 
3) Tolerances which allow for use and wear 
throughout life. 
4) Adequate corrosion prevention/control fea-
tures. 
C. Reduce maintenance downtime by designing for: 
1) Rapid and positive detection of malfunction 
or degradation. 
8 
2) Rapid and c<rnplete preparation to beg~n main-
tenance. 
3) Rapid and positive localization of malfunc-
tions to the repair level for which skills, 
spaces, and test equipment are planned. 
4) . Ease of fault correction. 
5) Rapid and positive adjustment and calibration. 
6) Rapid and positive verification of correction. 
D. Reduce design-dictated maintenance support costs 
by limiting: 
1) The need for specialized maintenance tools, 
support equipment and facilities. 
2) T~e requirements for depot or factory main-
ten~nce, consistent with system/cost ef~ec­
tiveness. 
3) The need for extensive maintenance technical 
data. 
E. Limit maintenance personnel requirements by 
applying human engineering principles such as: 
1) Identification and accessibility of parts, 
test points, adjustments and connections. 
2) Easy handling, mobility, transportability 
and storeability. 
9 
I 
3. Logically sequenced maintenance tasks. 
4. A feasible range of relevant personnel phy-
__ . .siological parameters. 
F. Reduce the potential for maintenance error by 
designing to eliminate: 
1) The possibility of incorrect connection/ 
assembly/installation. 
2) Dirty, awkward, and tedious job elements. 
3) Ambiguity in maintenance labeling, coding 
and technical data. 
These guidelines provide the qualitative basis for a 
good maintainability program. The quantitative parameters 
are obtained by the maintainability analysis which is de-
fined · in MIL-STD-470 as "the process which translates sys-
tern and equipment operation and maintainability requirements 
into detailed quantitative and qualitative maintainability 
requirements". The basic formulas and definitions used to 
obtain the mathematical maintainability model are: 
10 
1. Availability4 
MTBF AI = MTBF + MTTR 
Where·: A1 = Inherent availability which is de-
fined as the probability that a sys-
tern, when used under state_d condition, 
without consideration of any sche-
uled or preventive action, and in an 
ideal support environment, shall 
operate satisfactory at any given 
timeo 
MTBFS = mean-time-between failure 
MTTR = mean-time-to-repair 
Or: A0 = _M_T_B_M ____ __ 
MTBM + MDT 
4c.E. Cunningham and Wilbert Cox, Applied Maintain-
ability Engineering (New York: · John Wiley & Sons, 1972), 
pp. 66-67. 
5For AI computations, it is sometimes more convenient 
to use the failure rate ( X ) obtained from reliability in-
formation in place of M.ToB.F. value~. The relationship 
between these two parameters is: M.T.B.Fo =_!_ 
X 
2. 
11 
Where: A0 =Operational availability which is 
defined as the probability that a 
system, when used under stated condi-
tions and in an actual supply envi-
ronment, shall operate satisfactory 
at any given time. 
MTBM = mean-time-between-maintenance 
MDT = mean-down-time 
6 M.T.B.F. 
M.T.B.F. = Equipment Operating Time 
Number of Observed Failures 
Where: M.T.B.F. is defined as the average value 
of the time intervals between successive 
failures. 
3. M.T.T.R.7 
M.T.ToR. = Cumulation of Repair Times 
Total Number of Malfunctions 
Where: M.T.T.R. is the statistical mean of the 
distribution of times - to - Repair. 
~Shinners, Techniques of System Engineering, p. 50. 
Goldman and Slattery, Maintainability, p. 29. 
4. 8 M.T.R. 
12 
M.T.R. is the mean-time-to-restore and is defined 
as the mean time interval between shutdown for 
maintenance and restoration of the system to 
operating statuso It is used where active single 
or paralleled redundancy exists within the system · 
or subsystem. 
Met is mean active corrective maintenance time 
and is synomymous with M.T.T.R. Normally Met is 
used during the Maintainability Analysis and 
applies to subsystem repair times whereas M.T.T.R. 
applies to overall system repair times. 
10 ' 6. M.T.B.M. 
M.T.B.M. is mean-time-between-maintenance and 
differs from M.T.B.F. because it also includes 
normal preventive maintenance downtime when it 
exists. 
Bcunningham and Cox, Applied Maintainability Engin-
eering, pp. 63-64. 
9Benjamin S. Blanchard, Jr. and E. Edward Lowery, 
Maintainability Principles and Practices (New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Co., 1969), p. 6. 
· lorbid. 
7. . 11 M.D.T. 
M.D.To is the total maintenance downtime and is 
similar to M.T.ToR. except that logistics and 
administrative downtimes are included. 
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As an example of a practical application of the for-
mulas a sample "Maintainability Analysis Of Electronic 
Equipment"l2 will be demonstrated. Again, the approach 
will be generalized so that the reader could apply the 
concepts during the design phase of any system or equipment 
he may be interested in. Let us first document the ground 
rules of our M analysis. Consider an electronic equipment 
consisting of several subsystems -of which we know ·the fail-
ure rates from existing reliability information. Let's 
assume we would like to compute the actual M.T.T.R. of this 
equipment and compare it with the system M.T.T.R. goal to 
insure an inherent availability (Ar) of 99 44/100 percent 
and a M.T.B.F. of 888 hours. The calculation procedure for 
this typical M engineering design problem is presented in 
the following stepsQ 
11rbid. 
12Tyler G. Hicks, Standard Handbook of Engineering 
Calculations (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1972), 
pp. 5-22 - 5-25. 
STEP 1 
STEP 2 
Pre a e a mainta' 
Set up a ta ( ab 1) 
and the r id n · at"on. 
total quantity (Q) of each 1 
in the equipmen if any u 
than one location. Enter th fa 
each subsystem. If Fr ·s not know u 
past experience obtained on th 
subsystem or use the values obt · 
reliability tables for that pa i 
ment and environment. Normally, 
tronic systems, Fr is express 
failures per· 1,000 hours of o 
Each subsystem contrib 
rate is found by: Cf 
Where: Cf ~ Sub y t m 
Q = Numb t o 
i equ 
Fr y 
For futur 
15 
failure contributions by: CfT =I Cf 
Enter all values in the table for use in computing 
othe_r. _parameters. 
STEP 3 
Compute the subsystem failure-rate ratio 
For each subsystem determine the ratio of its failure• 
rate contribution to the overall failure rate of the 
systemo 
R - Cf/CfT 
Enter these values in 'the table along with the com-
puted sum. 
RT I R 
STEP 4 
-Apply the Met for each ~ubsystem 
The mean-correcti,.Te~action ti~e (Met) is the ·time 
required to repair a ·defect in a subsystemg This 
time is· usually given in hours. If this information 
-is not available Met can be estimated by using the 
subsystem failure rate as a source of information. 
Thus, subsystems contributing the highest percentage 
-to the total failures will, ideal.ly, have a low Met 
and vice-versa. Now compute each subsystems con-
tribution to the total cor.rective action time by: 
STEP 5 
STEP 6 
Cm = Cf Met 
Where: Cm = subsystem contribution to total 
corrective action time 
Cf =explained in ·Step 2 
Met = the mean-corrective action-time 
Enter the values in the table and sum the results 
by: 
CmT - ~ Cf Met 
Compute the mean time to repair 
Compute actual M.roT.R. by: 
M.T.T.R• (Actual) = CmT 
Where: 
-CfT 
= 0.00460 = 0.460 Hrs. 
0.0100 
CmT =~ Cf Met (obtained in Step 4) 
CfT = Cfi (obtain~d in Step 2) 
Compare actual and desired M.T.T.R. values 
Find the desired M.ToT.R. from the equation: 
M.T.T.R.(desired) = M.T.B.F.(l- Ar) 
Ar 
16 
- (888) (1-0.9944) = 0.500 Hrs. 
0.9944 
17 
Where: M.T.B.F. - is given as 888 hours or is known 
from reliability information. 
Ar - is inherent equipment availability which 
may be obtained from previous formulas or 
given for computation as 0.9944 for this ex-
ample. 
The resultant desired system goal M.T.T.R. is then 
compared to actual M.T.T~R. obtained in Step So If the 
M.T.T.R.'s compare favorably then the Met time estimate can 
be used. If the computed M.T.r.R. for the eq~ipment exceeds 
the goal M.T.ToR. three steps that can be taken to alter 
computed M.T.T.R. are: 
1) Decrease subsystem failure rates. 
2) Decrease subsystem Met. 
3) Decrease either or both #1 and. #2 on a trade-off 
basis dependent on cost/feasibility factors. · 
As a suggestion, a good plan for reducing computed 
M.T.T.R. is to pick the subsystem with the largest Met and 
decrease its failure rate. If the subsystem is in the de-
sign phase, Met can be reduced by adding additional main--
tainability features similar to those mentioned previously • 
. If large reductions must be made in computed M.T.T.R., 
a combination of reductions in subsystem Fr and Met may be 
18 
required. This would usually l e ad to subsystem redesign or 
modification. 
The above procedure can also be utilized for a sub-
system and its components. By reapplying the procedure, 
individual components such as resistors, transistors, etc. 
become the "subsystem" and problem components are quite 
obvious. 
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CHAPTER III 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
This section will describe the Airborne Equipment 
Test Set (ABETS) which is the subject of this report. The 
ABETS is identified as· "Test Set, Radi.o AN/URM-147''·, "Test 
S~t, Radio AN/URM-150" and "Missile Guidance Test Set AN/URM-
142" in military literature and sixteen. instruments were 
manufactured under several Air Force contracts in 1962 and 
1963 to support launch operations at the Eastern and Western 
Test Ranges. Basically, the ABETS consists of two X-Band 
signal generators and an encoder to generate, transmit and 
monitor message and control signals used to check out mis~ 
sileborne guidance canisters in maintenance areas and at 
various launch pads. The Guidance Test Set is capable of 
performing all major electrical tests on the Mod III missile-
borne canisters. The majority of the assemblies in the 
equipment are fully transistorized, making compact size and 
portability possible. Since most of the subassemblies in 
20 
21 
the equipment are of t he plug-in type, removal and replace-
ment of defective units and major parts are facilitated and 
therefore, maintenance time is held to a minimum. Assem-
blies were designed for minimum inter-dependance thereby 
simplifying troubleshooting and reducing equipment down time o 
The power supplies are regulated to produce constant outputs 
despite variations in load current or input voltage. The 
Test Set is divided into two ·compartments which house the 
fourteen major subassemblies comprising this instrumen • 
All operating controls and indicators are mounted on t e 
front panels and are grouped by Pulse Beacon~ Rate Beaco 
and Decoder. test functions. Figure 1 is the block diagr 
showing the interconnection of the subassemblieso The s 
assembly references, nomenclature and functional d~scri 
are compiled in Table 2. 
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TABLE 2 
ABETS SUBASSEMBIJY DESCRIPTIONS 
Subassembly 
Reference Nomenclature Functional Descr · p · 
lAl Pulse Power Meter A. dual - functio 
bridge used for mo 
measuring the ABET 
pulse power outpu t 
the Pulse Beacon p~~~·~ 
1A2 Pulse Modulator Pulse Signal Generato 
sisting of pulse s a · -
modulator circuits us· 
Klystron tube for R. 
1A3 Rate Power Meter Identical to lAl asse 
1A4 
lAS 
1A6 
1A7 
1A8 
used in conjunction 
Beacon. 
Rate Local Oscil- Transistor oscillator, 
iator and Mixer fier and waveguide assem 
used in generating correct 
Rate sideband frequencies 
Rate Klystron 
Component Board 
Discrete logic 
and MQRoF. 
Bit counter and 
Decoder 
Transistor circuits and K1 -
stron tube used to generate 
Rate R.F. signalo 
Junction point and resistor 
voltage dropping circuits 
for all power supply output 
~ransistor logic circuits 
used to generate M.R~Fo cl 
pulses and "sync" portion 
messageu 
Tr ansistor logic circuits 
used to formulate the basic 
pulse message structure and 
control pulse position. 
Subassembly 
Reference Nomenclature 
'1A9 Pitch, Yaw and 
Address Gating 
lAlO Low Voltage 
lAll 
1A12 
1Al3 
1M3 · 
High Voltage 
Power Supply 
Time meter and 
Rate Sweep Indi-
cator 
Decoder Test 
Section 
V.T.V.M. 
Functional 
Trans istor 11 
gates used 
dress portio-
produce Delta me:~~-~.~~~ 
Pitch and a 
Produces lo 
by ABETS tra .... cLL:ol' ........... 
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CHAPTER IV 
SYSTEM FAILURE INVESTIGATION 
To obtain a statistical sample of recent ABETS fail-
ures, approximately 100 Eastern Test Range (E.T.R.) failure 
reports were reviewed from the period beginning January 1, 
1970 and ending December 31, 1974. _This failure suUIDiary 
is included with this report in the Appendixo The failures 
a~e identified by Inspection and Consumption Report (I&CR's) 
number, ABETS serial number, failed subassembly reference, 
ABETS location a?d accumulated operating time. A failure 
description and the repair action undertaken are also in-
cluded so any repeatable failures can be identified. 
The failure investi~ation must take into account the 
physical location of the ABETS at the time of failure. Two 
ABETS are installed in the Airborne Laboratory (A/B Lab) 
Test Console and are the prime test instruments used during 
controlled data testing of the missileborne canisters. The 
laboratory has the most satisfactory environmental condi-
25 . 
26 
tions, therefore, temperature/humidity extremes do not exist. 
These two ABETS also are not used in any subsystem trouble-
shooting or engineering investigations. The Depot ABETS 
however, is used for this type of testing and it is obvious 
that associated failures may occur in this instrument when 
a failed subassembly from another area is undergoing test/ 
repair. The worst area for the equipment is the launch pad 
(CX 13) where environmental as well as operational stresses 
are to be expected. Since the pad instrument is installed 
in an equipment roam at the base of the missile launch tower 
it is subjected to vibration, heat and dirt during every 
launch. The M.T.B.F. of the individual ABETS were computed 
to investigate any possible environmental or operational 
problems that may exist causing excessive failures at a -
given location. The results of this investigation using 
formula #2 from Chapter II were: 
ABETS 11001 
M.T.B.F. = 3284.8 - 1918.6 
. 31 
= 1366.2 = 44.07 hrs 
31 
ABETS 1t002 
M.T.B.F. = 3519.8 - 2292.9 
21 
ABETS #012 
= 1226.9 = 58.42 hrs 
21 
M.T.B.F. = 2456.6 - 1759.4 
21 
ABETS 4t017 
= 697.2 = 33.20 hrs 
21 
M.T.B.F. = 3250.6 - 2257.3 
24 
= 993.3 = 41.39 hrs 
24 
27 
As expected, ABETS #012 (CX 13) has the least desir-
able M.T.B.F. of 33 . 20 hours o 
The major purpose of this .investigation was the iden-
· tification of the subassemblies contributing the highest 
percentage to the overall ABETS failure rate. A table (see 
Table 3) was prepared itemizing the failed subassembly res-
ponsible for each ABETS failure report. Since the Eastern 
Test Range launch requirements do not presently include a 
Rate Beacon, the 1A4 and lAS subassembly failures will be 
omitted. The 1A3 (Rate Power Meter) failures however, will 
be included in the report and listed as lAl failures because 
the 1A3 must remain operational and is 
cal to the lAl. Table 3 lists the tota a 
subassembly fa~.lures that occurred during 
periodo The critical subassemblies are i~~~~~~-~ 
mean. The failure mean (X)is computed by. 
X = F1 x1 + £2 X 2 + .·· ... + 
f 1 + f2 + .... + fn 
Where: X = Arithmetic Failure Mean 
fi= The number of times the Xi 
Xi= Number of failures 
X= (4)(1) + (2)(3) + (2)(4) + (2)(8) + 
4 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 3 + 1 
= 88 = 6.29 Failures 
14 
13Jan Jo Tuma, ~E~ngli~n~e~e!!BS~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(New York: McGraw Hill Book 
TABLE 3 
ABETS SUBASSEMBLY FAILURES 
Subassembly Total Failures 
lAl 8 
1A2 8 
1A6 1 
1A7 1 
lAB 10 
1AT1 1 
1AT2 4 
lDCl 1 
lRTl 3 
lAlO 4 
lAll 10 
1Al2 3 
1Al3 10 
1M3 24 
From Table 3, six subassemblies ar e 
critical problem areas and must be i nves,ti 
components that may have a future l ogi 
y ,e 
0 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
0 
The investigation began by de termini g i L -
of spares available would be suff i c ient t 
one subassembly replacement if the s ame fa~ 
14 tinued for an additional five year period 
the critical subassemblies and their spare 
TABLE 4 
CRITICAL SUBASSEMBLY ST~ 
. sample Use a 
Subassembly Part Number Failures Spares 
lAl 48D800278G3 8 8 
1A2 48E901248G2 8 6 
lAB 48D800304Gl 10 5 
lAll 48E901251G2 10 5 
1Al3 48E900228G5 10 3 
1M3 48D800374Pl 24 6 
Of the six critical subassemblies 
sible logistics problemo The failure r e 
assemblies were closely investigated t 
lt.~we must assume that the e quip-
life" period during the sample years a 
for the additional five-year period. 
occur the failure rate will increase 
idate this investigation. 
e 
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ponents caused the failure and tf a trend existed . Table 5 
shows the breakdown by suba ssembly of the components replac-
ed in each failure repair a~d also the total number of times 
each component failed during the sample period. 
Subassembly 
1A2 
1A8 
lAll 
TABLE 5 
-SUBASSEMBLY COMPONENT FAILURES 
Component Replaced 
Delay Line 1A2DL1 
Klystron Tube (V-58) 
Transistor A1Q2 (2N706) 
& Diode (1N3064) CR 12 
A4 Cordwood Module 
AS Cordwood Module 
A6 Cordwood Module 
ASQ2 (2N705) Transistor 
RS Resistor 
A4Q4 (2N705) Transistor 
Xtal Holder 
& AS 
A7CR3 & A7CR4 (1N270) Diodes, 
A7CS Capacitor 
Readjust Crowbar Circuit 
AlQS Transistor (2Nl893) 
AlQl (2N497), AlQ3 (2Nl893), 
AlQ4 (2N497) Transistors 
A3Q5 (2N424), A3Q6 (2N657) 
Transistors 
A1R13 & AlR28 Resistor 
A3Q2 (2N424) Transistor 
A3Q2 (2N424), A3Q3 (2N657), 
A3QS (2N424), A4Rl, A4Cl 
Tl Transformer A3Q3 (2N657), 
A3Q6 (2N657) Transistors 
AlQ4 (2N497) Transistor, 
AlCR12 Diode 
1Al3 A3Ql (2N404) Transistor 
A3CR1 & A3CR4 (1N270) Diode' I I 
resolder 2 cold solder j i 
Tot a 
Repla 
6 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
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TABLE .5 -. Continued 
.SUBASSEMBLY CO:MPONENT FAILURES 
.;.;..S...;;.u-.b...;;.a.;;..;;;s;.,;;;;s;...;;e;..;;.m..;.b;_l..,.ojy'--__ c..;;..· o.;;;..m;;.;;,p.L...,;.o.;;;,.,;;n~e.;;.;;n;..;;;;;t;......;;;.;R;.:;:;e:...;;;p...;;;;:l:.::a:.:::c:..:::e:;.:d=-- _ ·-
1Al3 
1M3 
AS Printed Circuit Board sent 
to Reliability for special 
testing after lab test problem. 
Shorted S4 Switch 
Repair cracked A4 printed 
circuit board · 
Install ECP-4821 
Replace Vl-5814 Tube 
Meter repaired by vendor 
R4 Potentiometer 
33 
Total No. Of 
Replacement~-
1 
1 
1 
5 
17 
4 
3 
lECP-482 was a modification to correct a counter free 
running problem which originated from a change in the missile 
Decoder. This problem is completely corrected and will not 
cause a future logistics problem therefore the total failure 
column in Table 3 could be modified to five 1Al3 failures. 
The investigation of each subassE,rnbly s fa e co 
ponents continued in an effort to identify problem co o 
ents. The avai-lability of spare components for eac re 
dominate failed item was checked with supply personne ~ 
34 
The results of that investigation is again broke 
down into the appropriate subassembly. These results are· 
1A2 The significant problem component is the Varia 
Klystron tube. This tube is off-the-sh,elf fr e 
vendor and is stocked locally at a level of three 
with reordering done automatically. · The ot er 
failures are considered random. Since eight fa~·---~ 
were observed in the sample and six spare s bas e -
blies are already available, the stock level f 
Klyst~on tubes will suffice if the same fai e 
continues. 
lAB This subassembly consists of nine cord o d 
These modules are small printed circuit 
wiches" consisting of 15-30 components 
their construction, repair is normall 
however, in certain cases, if the fai 
is located in an outer row, replace 
be accomplished~ Originally these 
intended for repair, only replacement 
failures are broken down to module fai~1r~s an 
failures and the stock level of each was c ·-- -
sults are in Tab~e 6. 
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Table 6 shows that the stock .level along with the five 
spare lAB assemblies should be sufficient to correct all ex-
pected failures-. ·--
lAll Neither the crowbar circuit readjustment or the ran-
dom power transformer failure constitute a future 
logistic problem. The lAllAl regular board subassem-
bly is stocked at a level of one. This quantity 
should be sufficient because of the ten lAll failures 
in the sample only four were attributable to the Al 
regulator board and three of those failures involved 
transistors which are easily replaced due to plug-in 
sockets. The semiconduc·tor spare piece parts inve -
tory was checked to determine if the stock le e as 
sufficient for Al and A3 repairs for 5-years e 
results are in Table 7. 
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TABLE 7 
-· lAll COMPONENT STATUS 
Sample Stock Stock Level 
Component Description Failures Level Status 
2Nl893 Transistor 2 8 Satisfactory 
2N497 Transistor 3 2 Unsatisfactory 
2N657 Transistor 4 5 Satisfactory 
2N424 Transistor 4 11 Satisfactory 
2N270 Diode 1 10 Satisfactory 
1A13 The 1A13 subassembly consists of fifteen sub-
subassemblies of which thirteen are plug-in printed 
circuit boards. Each printed circuit board has sev-
eral cordwood modules. 
Of the five significant 1Al3 failures one was a ran-
dom switch failure while four involved the A3, A4 and 
AS plug-in printed circuit boards. The stock level of 
these circuit boards is shown in Table 8Q 
39 
TABLE 8 
1Al3 COMPONENT STATUS 
Stock 
Com- Sample Stock Level 
ponent Description Part No. Failure Level Status 
A3 Counter Con- 48D-800299G2 2 3 Satis. 
trol Board 
A4 2 KHz Clock 48D-800302Gl 1 2 Satis. 
AS Decade & 48D0800301Gl 1 2 Satis. 
Message 
Counter 
1M3 The significant component failure with this 
bly was the 5814 tube. Since it is easi e 
no problem exists if the spare is availa e 
some delay in repair but should not be signi£1 
since sufficient 1M3 subassembly spares are on ha d 
to cover meter problems. Potentiometer problems are 
not difficult to repair providing that a spare is 
available. The stock summary is in Table 9. 
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TABLE 9 
1M3 COMPONENT STATUS 
Sample Stock Stock Level 
Component Description Failures Level Status 
5814 Tube 17 14"1\ Satisfactory 
R4 lOK Potentia- 3 0 Unsatisfactory 
meter 
*NOTE: 5814 tubes are used universally in several other 
support equipments. The actual stock level for the other 
systems is 145 tubes. Since parts can be borrowed in emer-
gencies, the existing stock level is sufficiento 
CHAPTER V 
M PARAMETER CALCULATIO S 
This section of the report will include t e a cula-
tions of the various M parameters. Spec1·f1·ca y t: e ost 
' 
important parameter~ for any system are 
or M.T.R. and Ar. All of these factors e e e_ e ap-
ter II of this report. 
The M.T.B.F. values for the four ac · e r -
ments operating at the Eastern Test Ra ge e e 
Chapter IV and found to be: 
ABETS 1f:001 44.07 hrso 
ABETS 1f:002 - 58.42 hrs. 
ABETS 11012 
- 33.20 hrs 
ABETS 11017 - 41.39 rs 
To compute system M.T.T.R., an n estiga in as per-
formed on each of the subassemblies that failed d ring the 
5-year sample period. Unfortunately the I&CR reports were 
incomplete as to repair time expended so an educated esti-
mate was obtained from cognizant technical personnel who 
41 
42 
had several years experienc~ working on the equipment. The 
ground rules for the repair time e stimates were that f ault 
isolation, subassembly replacement and c)perational verifica-
tion times were all included in the total repai:tr time . Sup-
ply and administrative times were omitted bec ause of the 
wide variance due to the geographical locatio of the ABETS 
instrumento 
These repair estimates, along with t e o a l e a 
time for each subassembly during the sample er ·o ar.e i 
eluded in Table 10. The failed subassemblies are a taine 
from Table 3 in Chapter IV. To aid in com t • g y · m 
M.T.T.R., the total number of failures (F· 
lated repair times ( I TR) for the entire 
also included in Table 10. 
e 
t: e ac UIIIU.: 
r e 
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TABLE 10 
·-- -SUBASSEMBLY REPAIR Tll1ES 
Estimated Total Total 
Repair Time Sample Repair 
Subassembly (Hrs) Failures Time (Hrs) 
lAl 0.33 8 2.64 
1A2 0.75 8 6.00 
1A6 2.50 1 2.50 
1A7 0.40 1 0.40 
lAB 0.40 10 4.00 
1AT1 2.00 1 2.00 
1AT2 1.60 4 6.40 
1DL1 1.00 1 1.00 
1RT1 ;1..25 3 3o75 
1A10 0.35 4 1.40 
1A11 0.40 10 4.00 
1A12 0.20 3 0.60 
1Al3 0.50 10 5.00 
1M3 0.20 24 4.80 
FT = 88 TR.:L= 44 • 4 9 Hrs. 
From the information obtained in Table 10 the M.T.T.R. 
for the system is found by using Formula #3 in Chapter II. 
Therefore: M. T. T .R. = TR 
---Fr 
= 44Q49 = 0.506 Hrs~ 
88 
The final calculations are performed to obtain the 
inherent system availability (Ar) for each of the ABETS 
instruments. · Formula #1 in Chapter II is utilized for 
these calculations and yields: 
Formula ffol 
ABETS 1fo001 
ABETS 41002 
ABETS 4fo012 
ABETS ~F017 
Ar = M.T.B.F. 
M.T.B.F. + M.T.T.R. 
Ar - 44.07 
44.07 + 0.506 
- 44.07 
44.576 = 0.9886 = 98.86% 
Ar - 58.42 
58.42 + 0.506 
- 58o42 = 0.9914 = 99.14% 
58.926 
A1 - 33.20 
33.20 + 0.506 
- 33.20 = 0.9850 - 98 50% 
33.706 
AI - 41.39 
41.39 + 0.506 
- 41.39 = 0.9879 = 98.7% 
41.896. 
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CHAPTER VI 
FAILURE TREND ANALYSIS 
The ABETS failure investigation continued with an ex-
amination of the individual ABETS failures by year. This 
effort helped identify the chronological failure trend so 
future problem areas could be studied. The results. of these 
failures are plotted in Figures 2-5 for review .. 
It should be noted that ABETS #001 was moved from the 
Airborne Lab to the Depot and ABETS #017 from the Depot to 
the Airborne Lab in March of 1971. This is suspected to be 
the .cause of the failure trend reversal of these two ABETS. 
Previously, it was mentioned that the Airborne Lab environ-
ment was suspected to be the most favorable area operation-
ally while the Depot was less desirable. 
Observing Figure 3 and Figure 5 we note ABETS #002 
and ABETS 11017· (Airborne Lab) show fail:ure trend declines 
after 1972 whereas Figure 2 for ABETS #001 (Depot) shows a 
failure t ·rend increase after 1973. As mentioned in Chapter 
IV, ABETS #012 was expected to show a high failure rate. 
45 
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Figure 4 shows this failure increase since 1971. A review 
.of the calculated M.T.B.F. for this ABETS also shows the 
worst case of 33.~0_. hours even though it has the lowest total 
operating time. These factors indicate that future problems 
can be expected with ABETS #012. 
A similar study was performed on the · critical sub-
assemblies listed in Table 4 of Chapter IV~ The results of 
this investigation are shown in figures 6 through 11. 
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An analysis of the subassembly ' fail~re trends was un-
dertaken and the results are documented by the subassembly 
reference number. 
lAl Figure 6 shows that the lAl power bridge was involved 
in one or two failures each year but no increase in 
this failure rate is indicated for the future. 
1A2 The 1A2 pulse modulator failures (Figure 9) · occurred 
during 1970 and 1971 and have decreased to and re-
mained at zero for the last three ye~rs. An examina-
tion of the failure reports showed that five of the 
failures in 1970 were with the V-58 Klystron tube. 
The documented failure modes of the Klystrons were: 
2-spurious outputs, 2-insufficient output power, and 
1-output frequency drift. Information received from 
the manufacturer after these failures ' occurred sug• 
gested n incorrect 'tuning proc dure in two of the · 
failures. The other three failures are assumed to be 
r ndom and do n t ndicate any future increase in the 
fail re tr nd, Its our.d be noted, however, that the 
r wa anty p riod on the Klystrons is 500 
1 • o h&e nc 1970, th AVO age ABETS h 
0 o o r y a d p ob 1 y o 
so 
o~ Klystron failure should be high. This is not re-
fleeted in Figure 9 and it is assumed that the 500 · 
hours is_ .. C!.. very conservative life estimateQ ·Suggested 
normal operating life should be at least 1000 hours. 
lAB Failures in this subassembly have been increasing 
lAll 
since 1971 (Figure 7). A review of the failure're-
ports shows that during 1973 and 1974 all of the lAS 
failures occurred in ABETS #012 (CX 13). A close ex-
amination of these failures shows evidence of the en-
vironmental problem that exists at that location. In 
1974 two of the three failures were (1) corroded 
Xtal socket and (2) intermittent so~der connection on 
a diode. This suggests, as before, that an increase 
in the number of failures in ABETS #012 subassemblies 
can be expected. 
Figure 10 shows that the High Voltage Power Supply 
failures are fairly constant and, as the lAl sub-
assembly, one or two failures will most likely occur 
every year. It is interesting to note that the dis-
tribution of the ten failures in the 5-year sample 
period was: 
ABETS 41001 - 3 
ABETS 41012 - 4 
ABETS 41017 - 3 
while ABETS #002 did not experience a single lAll 
51 
failure. 
1Al3 This subassembly (Figure 8) shows some evidence of a 
declinin~_ !ailure rateo The ECP action .of 1973 
should be ignored in the analysis because even though 
the unit would be in a failure mode, the condition 
was the result of a test con~iguration change and not 
an actual component failure. . A review of the five 
actual failures indicated that there was no common 
component problem and all five failures are consider·-
ed random. 
1M3 Figure 11 shows that all of this subassembly's fail-
ures occurred from 1970 to 1973. Of these twenty-
four failures, seventeen were attributed to 5814 tube 
failure. A close examination of the respective re-
. ports showed that all of the tube replacements were 
made during a calibration cycle because of meter 
drift. Since 1973 the calibration philosophy has 
changed in an effort to minimize maintenance costs. 
Originally all active ABETS were continuously cali-
brated on a 3-month cycle which resulted in sixteen 
calibrations per year. Presently only one ABETS is 
calibrated every 3-months during the year while two 
other instruments are calibrated only during direct 
52 
laurtch program support periods. The depot ABETS cali-
ibration has been entirely eliminated with the under-
standing that it will not be used for any canister 
testing. Due to the calibration requirement reduc-
tion and a "Rezero before Read" operat~ng procedu.re, 
the 1M3 problem is expected to minimal in the future. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The prime p~rpose of this study was to investigate. 
the existing maintenance philosophy to determine its feasi-
bility for an additional five year · period. This report also 
includes failure investigations at the system, subsystem, 
and piece-part levels to identify problem areas and failure 
trends. A close look at the piece-part and subassembly 
spares provisioning was also completed to determine if the 
supply levels were satisfactory for an additional five year 
operating period assuming the sam~ failure rate continued. 
At the system level it was determined that ABETS #012 
(CX 13) had the highest failure rate and because of the en-
vironmental and operational stresses at its location this 
trend would most likely continue. Since there are three 
spare ABETS in the EoT.RQ inventory, this is not considered 
to be a significant problem. However, if the failure rate 
increases, ABETS #012 should be replaced with one of the 
spare instruments. 
53 
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The subsystem study showed that of the fourteen major 
subassemblies involved in failures during the sample period, 
six had failures greater than the statistical failure mean 
and were considered critical. A check of the available 
spares for these ~ix subassemblies revealed that only the 
lAl had a satisfactory quantity of usable spares on hand. 
Checking the 1A13 and 1M3 failure reports uncovered 
the fact that five of the ten 1Al3 failures concerned an 
E.C.P. while seventeen of twenty-four 1M3 failures were with 
the 5814 tube. If we omit these two types of failure re-
ports from the study, all subassemblies will have stock 
levels of at least 50% of the five year sample period 
failure sum. Considering the fact that a depot area is 
available for subassembly repair during periods of reduced 
launch activity, the 50% subassembly spare level should be 
sufficient. 
A complete study was also performed on the subassem-
bly component part failures. For the most part, satisfac-
tory quantities of piece parts qre available to repair the 
expected number of future failures~ 
To summarize the entire investigation, ·it is felt 
that the present maintenance philosophy and supply levels 
are adequate to retain the same equipment inherent avail-
55 
ability for an additional five-year period. There is how-
ever, several recommendations which are strongly suggested 
to assure the a~ove statement remains trueo These recommen-
dations are: 
~) Continue to monitor all ABETS for indications of 
gross deterioration or increased failure rate. 
2) Perform operational validations on the three 
spare ABETS and all stocked subassemblies at 
least once a year to assure no degradation has 
occurred. 
3) Increase the piece part stock level as indicated 
in Table 6 through Table 9 for the following 
items: 
Part No. Descri tion Re uired Proc. 
2N705 Transistor 1 
2N497 Transistor 1 
1M3R4 Potentiometer, 3 
lOK ohms 
4) Assure that depot level subassembly repair is im-
plemented as soon as possible after failure to 
maintain the maximum quantity of serviceable sub-
assemblies. 
56 
APPENDIX A 
FAILURE SUMMARY 
A review of all General Electric Company Inspec-
tion and Consumption Reports (I&CR) from January 1, 1970 
through December 31, 1974 pertaining to the ABETS Sub-
system at the Eastern Test Range was completed and 
this summary was prepared to aid in performing a main-
tainability analysis on this equ{pment • . 
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